ENVIROMENTALLY PREFERRED PRODUCTS (available in BearBuy)

1. Pilot B2P Ballpoint Pen (Black)  
   SKU: N134800
   a. Box of a dozen
   b. 83% post-consumer recycled plastic
   c. Refillable (see #2)

2. Pilot Dr. Grip GX300 Retractable Refills (Black)  
   SKU: N177227
   a. Package of 2 refills

3. Pilot B2P Ballpoint Pen (Blue)  
   SKU: N134801
   a. Box of a dozen
   b. 83% post-consumer recycled plastic
   c. Refillable (see #4)

4. Pilot Dr. Grip GX200 Retractable Refills (Blue)  
   SKU: N177228
   a. Refill for B2P Ballpoint Pen
   b. Package of 2 refills

5. Pilot RexGrip BeGreen Mechanical Pencils  
   SKU: N451220
   a. 0.5 mm
   b. Box of a dozen
   c. 71.9% pre-consumer recycled plastic
   d. Lead and erasers are refillable (see #6 & #7)

6. OfficeMax Lead Refills  
   SKU: N4OM97039
   a. Refill for Pilot RexGrip BeGreen Mechanical Pencil
   b. 0.5 mm
   c. 30/pack
7. Pilot MS-10 Eraser Refill

SKU: N470001

a. Refill for Pilot RexGrip BeGreen Mechanical Pencil
b. White vinyl
c. 5/pack

8. Post-It Recycled Post-It Note Pad Cabinet Pack

SKU: A2654R24CPCY

a. Yellow
b. 24 pads/pack
c. 30% post-consumer content, no individually wrapped pads


SKU: P1054901CTN

a. White
b. 24 pads/pack
c. 30% post-consumer content

10. Georgia-Pacific 100 Recycled Multi-Use Paper

SKU: P1054922CTN

a. White
b. 10 reams/box, 500 sheets/ream
c. 30% post-consumer material

11. Pilot BeGreen V Board Master Dry Erase Marker

SKU: N143917

a. Assorted colors (blue, green, orange, black, red)
b. 5/pack
c. 91% post-consumer recycled plastic
d. Refillable (see #12)

12. Pilot Refill for BeGreen Board Master Dry Erase Marker

Orange SKU: N143926
Green SKU: N143925
Black SKU: N143922
Blue SKU: N143923
Red SKU: N143924

a. Sold individually